Weakly-Supervised RL for Controllable Behavior
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Weakly-Supervised Control Framework

Motivation
How can we eﬃciently learn a diverse array of tasks?
Common approach: (1) Manually design many reward functions. (2) Train RL.
● Meta-RL [e.g., Duan 16, Andrychowicz 16, Mishra 17, Finn 17]
● Multi-task RL [e.g., Rusu 16, Jaderberg 16, Hessel 18]
Problem:
● Designing reward functions is hard
● Prone to underﬁtting

Weak Supervision scales and accelerates RL.
In which image…
1. ...is the door opened wider?
2. ...is the lighting brighter?
3. ...is the robot closer to the door?

WSC is agnostic to the underlying disentangled representation learning algorithm.
In our experiments, we use the method by Shu et al. [1]:

In Phase 2, we use the learned disentangled representation to guide
goal generation and deﬁne distances (rewards) along semantically
meaningful axes:

Only use semantically meaningful tasks!
The agent proposes its own (latent) goals to practice, attempt the
proposed goals, and use the experience to update its policy.

Experiments
Environments

Comparisons

12 visual manipulation tasks:
● Push & Pickup tasks: Move object to goal XY
● Door task: Move door to goal angle
● Randomized colors & lighting for increased diﬃculty.

[2]
[3]

Ablation: What is the role of distances vs. goals?
SkewFit+DR = Sample goals in VAE latent space, but use reward distances in disentangled latent space.

Does weakly-supervised control help guide exploration & learning?
Goal Distance vs. Training Steps (Lower is better)
⟹ Disentangled distance metric can help SkewFit slightly in harder environments, but the goal
generation mechanism of WSC is crucial to achieving eﬃcient exploration.

Next, we roll out trained policies conditioned on a goal image, and measure the latent
distance vs. the true goal distance:

Is the policy’s latent space interpretable?
Weakly-Supervised Control

How much weak supervision is needed?
SkewFit

(Answer: About 1000 weak labels for good performance on all domains.)
Check out our paper for additional experiments on
noisy & real-world datasets:

WSC: Latent goal values directly align with the direction in which the goal-conditioned policy moves the blue object.

Paper: arxiv.org/abs/2004.02860
Code:
⠀https://github.com/google-research/weakl
y_supervised_control

⟹ The disentangled distance optimized by WSC is more indicative of the true goal distance
than the latent VAE distance optimized by SkewFit, especially for more complex tasks (n > 1).
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